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NEWBITS is a Coordinated and Support Action project funded under
the EC Programme Horizon 2020.
NEWBITS aims at providing a deeper understanding of the changing
conditions and dynamics that affect and influence the deployment
of ITS innovations.
This improved understanding contributes to


minimise the failures inherent to ITS innovation diffusion,



evolve present business models, and



identify effective policy incentives to accelerate ITS
deployment.
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Interview with Eleni Anoyrkati – NEWBITS partner from Coventry
University Enterprises Ltd (CUE)

www.cuebusinesssolutions.com

What does your organisation contribute to NEWBITS?
CUE is focused on strengthening industrial academic relations and
business development activities. Innovation support is one of CUE’s core
activities along with technology transfer. For NEWBITS, CUE leads the
activities that are related with the development of an online training
course with the support of Coventry University’s experienced academics.
Furthermore, drawing on CUE’s extensive experience on business support,
CUE will provide business case guidelines for the successful application of
ITS.

Did you take part in projects concerning the transportation sector
before NEWBITS? What else does CUE do?
Coventry University Enterprises Ltd (CUE Ltd) was established in 1989 as
Coventry University’s (COVUNI) trading arm. Since then has generated a
significant portfolio of business support / outreach activities at national,
regional and sub-regional level and across national borders. CUE has a
long-standing experience in the coordination of publicly funded projects,
especially in the area of the Horizon2020 framework programme. Policy
drafting, innovation, market research and economics in the area of
transport have been key areas of expertise for the past 10 years. CUE has
led and participated in a significant number of transport projects like:


INNOTRANS: Enhancing transport innovation capacity of regions (Role:
Coordinator)
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INTEND: INtentify future Transport rEsearch NeeDs (Role: Coordinator)



METRIC: Mapping European Transport regional Research & Innovation
Capacities (Role: Coordinator)



INTRASME: Innovative transport SME support action (Role:
Coordinator)



RECREATE: REinforce Competitiveness of REgionAl Transport SMEs
(Role: Coordinator)

From your point of view, what are major success factors driving
innovation diffusion in the ITS sector?
•

Successful introduction of innovative funding schemes including PPPs

•

Social acceptance and information provision to end users

•

Standardization and harmonization of regulations and policies

The fourth planned meeting of NEWBITS partners was hosted by the
Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB) on the campus of the
Engineering School (Bellaterra).
The focus was placed on the
results of the Value Network
Analysis (VNA), which were
obtained through local
workshops, value
propositions and business
model formalisations.
The next project meeting
will be hosted by Coventry
University Enterprise (UK) in
July 2018.
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NEWBITS has established a tailor-made “Value Network Approach” (VNA)
to develop innovative business models for ITS services in Europe. This
network-based approach combines three methods:
(1) gathering stakeholders of an entire business network,
(2) identifying where value lies through a value-network analysis (VNA),
(3) gaining an understanding of the monetary indicators of an ITS service
through a cost-benefit analysis.
This integrated methodology focus is on the value creation within a
distinct network and applies the business ecosystem concept as a broader
understanding of the roles and functions of network’s actors.
Major steps comprise:

Definition
of a
business
network

Mapping
& expansion
of value
flows

Validation
of value
flows &
ranks

Design
of value
propositions
& business
models

Realisation
of profitable
business
models

Outlook: NEWBITS further configures Communities of Interest (CoIs) to
foster a fully integrated network approach to the business modeling and
to develop a web-based network platform to support this approach.
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The workshop took place at Casa Convalescència in Barcelona on
Thursday, 22nd March 2018. This joint event presented all 4 case studies
that form the evidence-basis of the NEWBITS project.
It summarised the results of the Value Network Approach (VNA), that
began with running surveys in December 2017 and assessed the unique
value propositions and business model definitions suggested by the local
stakeholders in a number of workshops.

Stakeholders’ Voices on Case Study 2
… a Traffic Light Assistance Service (TLA) which optimizes how vehicles
pass through crossroads in the city of Verona with a B2C approach.
The TLA service enables road users to take corrective driving actions to
avoid unnecessary stops and waiting times at urban signalized traffic
intersections. This is realized by providing users - driving through a series
of closely-spaced intersections on an equipped urban corridor - with the
information (either displayed through a mobile application or directly
project in the car dashboard) on the time remaining to the appearance of
the green light at the next intersection as well as of the optimal cruise
speed allowing to get through the next intersections during the green
time period.

Gennaro Ciccarelli from TTS Italia, the National Italian ITS
Association on success factors to replicate the Traffic Light
Assistance Service across EU markets.
High-level enabling factors allowing for transferability of case study 2
to other European city contexts include:

•

Presence of a centralised, comprehensive ITS architecture
overseeing traffic signal operations and undertaking traffic
monitoring and control operations across the entire city-wide
transport network;
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•

deep involvement of a virtuous/open-minded local transport
authority at the core of TLA implementation process; and

•

to maximise the presence of PTOs, commercial fleet and logistics
operators, national health service (through emergency vehicles)
and car makers to ensure wide-ranging benefits are achieved.

Nuccia Fedel representing the Automobile Club d’Italia, both a
public body and an end-user association
on main challenges for the case study 2 business network
•

First, it is key to have a municipality which has the will to
implement the ITS. As ITS is not immediately visible to citizens, it
is crucial to convince politicians that it is important to invest.

•

Second, once politicians are convinced, municipalities and regions
need to comply with public procurement procedures in order to
setup the ITS infrastructure. This can be a complicated process
requiring a long time to be finalized as well.

and on barriers to be removed to further promote the networking
among the stakeholders and to further push case study 2 to the
market?
Potential barriers and inhibitors to push the market should be
overcome, these being:
•

Interoperability of data formats and transmission protocols - The
absence of compatibility of data formats, data granularity and
transmission protocols are still considered a critical issue
preventing stakeholders to interact in a timely and cost- efficient
manner.

•

Privacy and security - TLA service implementation requires the
tracking of users during their trips, therefore users consent needs
to be gained beforehand. However, it is considered that nowadays
this does not represent a reason of concern for users who gain
concrete benefits in return. Likewise, cyber security may
represent a critical aspect only when the TLA is going to be
transferred in a road environment dominated by a multitude of
transport players.
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•

Lack of resources and skilled workforce – This is to enable wide
diffusion and monetization of the service with road operators,
which most likely do not have adequate technical expertise to
disseminate the information and maintain the service on their
own.

•

Political support - It is considered that to make the TLA a
successful transport and business case transferable and scalable to
differing geographic and economic contexts, the role of the
Central Government is fundamental to regulate the market and
give clear directions to local authorities who should promote and
implement such C-ITS services as part of their sustainable mobility
plans.

•

Awareness raising - awareness campaigns and dissemination
activities must be strongly promoted in order to engage users and
to be able to deliver added-value services for them.

Transport Research Arena | 16 – 19 April 18 | Vienna, Austria
Under the heading of “A digital
Era for Transport”, the Transport
Research Arena 2018 (TRA 2018)
was held in Vienna. It aimed to
explore, discuss and demonstrate major paradigm shifts
specifically those directed at
topics such as transport,
mobility, logistics and the
industrial production. Within
this
framework,
NEWBITS
presented a poster and research
findings on measuring the
success of ITS services and their
implementation.
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CSUM 2018 | 24 – 25 May 18 | Skiathos Island, Greece
The 4th Conference on Sustainable Urban
Mobility took place in Skiathos Island
(Greece). The theme for this year’s meeting
was “Data analytics: Paving the way to
sustainable urban mobility”. Its main aim was
to disseminate knowledge and exchange good
practices in the area of urban transportation.
Partners of the NEWBITS project attended the conference and presented
a paper about “Unveiling the potential of ITS: Market research analysis”.
The main objective of the paper is to analyze current markets, trends and
initiatives that will contribute in accelerating the ITS deployment in
Europe.
The general ITS market is explored and the current needs and trends of
ITS solutions are identified. To better understand the significant market
drivers in context, a case study approach was adopted and the following
4 cases have been analysed:
•
•
•
•

Sustainable intercity mobility,
efficient traffic management systems,
synchromodal solutions for goods transport on water,
predictive maintenance solutions for rail.

Driving change | 22 – 23 May 2018 | Birmingham, UK
“edie Live” is the only UK tailor-made exhibition connecting professionals
working in energy, sustainability, environmental or corporate
responsibility to providing them with information, ideas and suppliers
they need to make their businesses more sustainable. ”edie Live” attracts
thousands of people to visit innovative exhibitors and to participate in
informative seminars, interactive products trails, one-to-one advice clinics
and great networking sessions. This year the event showcased the
progress being made across 5 key areas to the future of sustainable
business: energy, mobility, business leadership, resources and built
environment.
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Partners of the NEWBITS project attended the exhibition and the “Driving
change: the road to zero-carbon business fleets” seminar. The seminar
aimed at looking at the possible options available for businesses that want
to reduce fleet emissions. In specific, the session provided an overview of
the benefits of electric vehicles and presented the potential benefits of
combining electric vehicles with vehicle-to-grid charging of fleets and the
challenge of reducing both carbon and air quality emissions in vehicle
fleets.

 NEWBITS Webinar Series
o Webinar 1: Unveiling the Potential of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)
Applications and Services in Europe: 25th June 2018 – 16:00 CET | No
registration is needed: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/899051109

o Webinar 2: Communities of Interest (CoIs) for the advancement of new
collaborative business models of C-ITS products and services – NEWBITS
Network Platform (NNP): 26th June 2018 – 16:00 CET | No registration is
needed: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/891727389

 25th ITS World Congress
17 – 21 September 2018 | Copenhagen, Denmark

 International Multidisciplinary Modeling & Simulation
Multiconference (I3M)
17-19 SEPTEMBER 2018 | Budapest, Hungary

 International Conferences on Traffic and Transport Engineering
(ICTTE Belgrade 2018)
27 - 28 September 2018 | Belgrade, Serbia

 European Transport Conference
10 - 12 October 2018 | Dublin, Ireland

 Intelligent Transport Conference
01 – 02 November 2018 | London, UK

